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Disclaimer
SeaTalk contains information about the conditions of service including pay and 
allowances, that was correct at the time of going to press. However, SeaTalk is not 
an official reference. Please contact your ship’s office, administration office or your 
divisional officer for detailed information on these topics.
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Reform: ‘What we do 
now will shape the 
future’ -  Chief of Navy
As we approach the half-way mark 

in 2010, Navy is making significant 
way in our complementary reform 

programs: New Generation Navy and the 
Strategic Reform Program (SRP).

The two ultimately share a common goal in 
ensuring our future, and they both counsel us 
to change our cultural norms and behaviour 
towards a greater recognition that what we 
do now shapes the future we will have.

Cost consciousness, fixing problems, respect 
for each others’ contribution to our mission 
and being the best we can, with our other 
signature behaviours, place us in a good 
position to achieve our part o f the $20 
billion in internal savings the Department of 
Defence needs to fund our future force.

Our future force is quickly becoming a 
reality. Last September in Spain, the keel 
was laid for the first Canberra class LHD, 
and last month the first steel was cut for 
our new Hobart class DDGs, which will 
be constructed in Melbourne, Adelaide and 
Newcastle.

It will not be long before some o f you are 
posted as the initial crews to these new 
ships, and I urge you all to explore the career 
opportunities that they will open for you. It 
adds even greater imperative for change.

Reforms targeting improved accountability, 
transparency and efficiency under SRP are 
now taking firm shape. They are o f great 
interest to the Australian people, through

Chief o f Navy VADM Russ Crane examines a 
1:72 scale model o f Anzac frigate HMAS Perth. 
Pic by LSIS Phillip Cullinan.

our Government, and it is up to all o f us to 
ensure that they are implemented properly.
I know they are o f equally great interest to 
you and your families, especially those that 
will affect you in your day-to-day lives.

There is no hiding from the fact that SRP 
demands tough decisions and that some
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of service across 
the board, 
or targeting 
entitlements as 
an easy budget 
cut. I stress this 
most strongly.
It’s about being 
conscious of 
how we spend 
taxpayers’ 
money, to which 
we all contribute, 
and ensuring 

that we do business in the most efficient and 
accountable way possible. W hen approached 
using NGN signature behaviours, there will 
be very positive outcomes for all o f us.

CORAL SEA 
REMEMBERED:
The US Assistant 
Secretary o f 
State, Mr Kurt 
Campbell, joined 
Chief o f Navy 
Vice Admiral 
Russ Crane at 
the Battle o f 
the Coral Sea 
Commemoration. 
Pic by POIS 
Oliver Garside.

changes will hurt in the short term because 
we have to change the way we do things. It 
is the only sustainable answer, because we 
have no alternative to reform.

In the personnel field, that means reviewing 
some allowances and expectations to ensure 
that entitlements for members and families 
remain relevant and reasonable.

As another example, it means reviewing 
members’ need to travel for work reasons, 
and developing a mindset where interstate 
or overseas travel is much more carefully 
considered. If we can achieve the same 
outcome through videoconferencing or 
online, then we must -  a consequence of 
this may be more time at home for some 
members, an issue which I know has 
concerned Navy people in recent attitude 
surveys.

However SRP is not about cutting conditions

As SRP reaches maturity over the next 
few years, there will be a steady flow of 
information about its reform measures. Stay 
abreast o f it, and ask questions through 
your divisional system if  you and your 
family are unsure or need more detail. Take 
responsibility for implementing the reforms
in your area. It’s your Navy.

R. H. Crane,
Vice Admiral, RAN 
Chief o f  Navy
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Warrant Officer 
of the Navy
Mark Tandy

A lot has happened since the last 
issue of SeaTalk including the first 
birthday of New Generation Navy 

(NGN) and the start of the Strategic Reform 
Program (SRP).
Both programs are exciting and challenging 
as they set the foundations for the future. As 
I tour the fleet I see many positive examples 
of NGN making a difference. The program 
continues to position Navy for the challenges 
ahead and I would encourage all to be active 
participants and make a difference where 
you can.

ADF Family Health Trial
Lately I ’ve spoken with a number of peo
ple who were unaware that the Australian 
Defence Force Family Health Trial provides 
free basic medical treatment and $300 of 
non-cosmetic dental treatment for eligible 
dependants residing in Singleton, Sale, 
Puckapunyal, Townsville, Tully, Cairns, 
Weipa, Mt Isa, Thursday Island, Katherine, 
Darwin, Alice Springs, Nhulumbuy, 
Kununurra, Broome and the Pilbara region.
I encourage all ADF families residing in any 
of these areas to explore your family entitle
ments under this scheme. More information 
is at www.defence.gov.au/health/Dependant_ 
Healthcare/i-healthcare

Recent Visits 
United States
In February, I visited Norfolk Virginia to 
participate in a joint operations course focus
ing on joint warfare strategies.
The course gave me a great insight into how 

the US are currently training their senior 
enlisted personnel to think and operate stra
tegically within a joint headquarters environ
ment -  something our military is also doing 
with selected warrant officers attending

Checking the systems on board USS Kearsarge.

the Australian Command and Staff Course 
(ACSC) in Canberra.
On completion of the course I visited an 
Aegis class destroyer, USS Arleigh Burke, 
and a Wasp class helicopter assault ship 
(LHD), USS Kearsarge, with RAN liaison 
officer, CMDR Mark Leach. This gave me a 
greater appreciation of the size and complex
ity of our future capabilities as our Navy will 
be acquiring similar ships in the near future.

Fleet Warrant Officer handover
On March 25 , 1  attended the Fleet 
Command Warrant Officer handover cer
emony for WO Simon Kelly and WO Martin 
Holzberger held at Fleet Headquarters. It 
was great to see Simon being acknowledged 
for the outstanding work representing sail
ors’ views and concerns at the highest level. 
We wish him all the best in his new career as 
a commissioned officer and welcome Martin 
to this challenging and important role.
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Fleet exercise
In March, in company with C hief o f Navy 
(CN), I visited a number o f ships participat
ing in our major fleet exercise held off the 
east coast o f Australia.
Visiting HMA ships Huon, Sirius and Anzac 
provided an opportunity for us to see our 
people at work in their workspaces.
I was able to watch how the mine-hunting 
team interrogate and destroy sea mines, then 
participate in relocating expended ammuni
tion with the weapons electrical department 
in Anzac and spent some time chatting with 
Sirius personnel as they replenished ships 
coming alongside.

Government House
In March, the three Service warrant officers 
had the honour o f meeting the Governor- 
General, Ms Quentin Bryce, at Government 
House.
The Governor-General was interested to hear 
how our sailors, soldiers, airmen and their 
families were coping with extended deploy
ments, noting that many o f our full-time and 
part-time members have deployed on numer
ous occasions to the Middle East and other 
locations around the world.
Ms Bryce also said she felt extremely 
privileged to be the Commander-in-Chief 
of such amazing men and women that serve 
our country and the support their families 
provide.

WITH THE 
COMMANDER- 
IN-CHIEF 
OF THE 
ADF: (from 
left) WOFF- 
AF, WOFF 
John Millar, 
Governor- 
General Ms 
Quentin Biyce, 
RSM-A, WO 
Stephen Ward, 
and WO-N, WO 
Mark Tandy

Anzac Day in Turkey
On April 25, I attended the Anzac Cove 
dawn service and Lone Pine ceremonies as 
part o f  C N ’s delegation to Turkey. As the 
ADF representative, CN laid wreaths on 
behalf o f our past and present serving men 
and woman.
Both ceremonies were very moving and well 
accompanied by the Federation Guard and 
RAN Band who did a fantastic job  support
ing this significant event -  well done to all.

Scuttlebutt
Scuttlebutt is a video series designed to 
inform Navy’s people and the general public 
about our Navy and promote topical issues. 
The forth edition is now out and covers the 
2010 Sea Power Conference and this years 
fleet exercise off the east coast. Scuttlebutt 
can be viewed on the internet at www.navy. 
gov.au/scuttlebutt.
As I continue to visit our ships I will 
endeavour to meet as many o f you as possi
ble. I f  you see me during my travels, please 
take the time to introduce yourself. I look 
forward to meeting you.

Mark Tandy
Warrant Officer o f the Navy 
Email: navy.won@defence.gov.au
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By LCDR Bill Canna -  Ship’s Public 
Relations Officer, HMAS Manoora

From Fleet Base East, through aviation 
ground crew courses, amphibious 
exercise, Tasmanian visit and 

international exercise, it’s been a busy start 
to the year for HMAS Manoora (CMDR 
Stephen Dry den).

It started with the ship conducting the 
aviation reconstitution period which 
provided a concentrated opportunity to 
qualify helicopter control officers (HCOs) 
and flight deck marshallers (FDMs) from 
across the fleet as well as providing the 
opportunity for aircrew to hone their deck 
landing skills.

In four days o f intense flying operations with 
aircraft from 816, 817 and 723 Squadrons 
along with Army Black Hawks from 5 
Aviation Regiment in Sydney, seven HCOs 
and 12 FDMs were qualified.

The ship returned to Fleet Base East on 
completion o f the flying operations to 
undertake two weeks of maintenance before 
departing again for Exercise Sea Lion off 
the coast of north-eastern Queensland in the 
Cowley Beach training area.

Prior to starting the exercise Manoora 
embarked members of No. 2 Royal 
Australian Regiment (2RAR) along 
with vehicles and support equipment in 
Townsville.
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Manoora then headed o f to the Cowley 
Beach training area to meet up with the 
amphibious task group comprising HMNZS 
Canterbury (CMDR James Gilmour), the 
heavy landing craft HMA Ships Labuan 
(LCDR Warren Wood), Betano (LCDR 
William Hooper), Tarakan (LEUT Kevin 
Whatling) and Balikpapan (LEUT Trevor 
Stecum), in addition to two landing craft 
(LCM8s).

Once in the area Manoora embarked 
Commander Australian Amphibious Task 
Group (COMAUSATG) (Captain Stephen 
Woodall) and his staff to control the 
exercise.

Exercise Sea Lion gave the task group the 
chance to hone their amphibious skills and 
Manoora reached a standard achieved in her 
amphibious unit readiness evaluation.

After completing Sea Lion and a quick trip 
into Townsville to off-load 2RAR, Manoora 
then embarked Commander 1 st Division 
(MAJGEN Michael Slater) and his staff to 
conduct Exercise Pozziers Mariner whilst en 
route to Hobart to prepare for a freedom of 
entry parade in the Tasmanian north coast 
port o f Bumie.

After a few days off in Hobart, the ship 
embarked some family members along with 
some Australian Navy Cadets and Claremont 
College students in Hobart to experience life 
at sea on the overnight voyage to Bumie.

The ship also hosted a number o f local 
media including the ABC Northern Tasmania 
morning show presenters who conducted the 
show from FLYCO on the way into Bumie.

This was particularly exciting for the 13 
Tasmanians in ship’s company interviewed 
while underway into the Port for family and 
friends to hear.
The welcome o f the Bumie community
- evident throughout the visit - reinforced 
the importance of maintaining a close 
relationship with a ship’s adopted city.

Manoora returned to Sydney with more 
family members wanting to see what life 
is really like for their loved ones at sea. 
and responded to a short-notice tasking to 
participate in the French-led multinational 
humanitarian assistance disaster relief 
exercise, Croix Du Sud (Southern Cross).

Manoora again embarked personnel in 
Sydney and Townsville prior to heading 
for Noumea. About 450 ADF personnel 
participated along with a personnel to 
augment the Combined Joint Task Force 
Headquarters in Noumea.

M anoora’s CO CMDR Dryden became the 
Maritime Component Commander as well 
as Commander Australian Task Force for the 
exercise which involved units from France, 
New Zealand, Tonga and Vanuatu.

The aim of this biannual exercise is 
to enhance interoperability between 
participating nations with a focus on 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief 
as well as non-combatant evacuation 
operations.

This year, after a rehearsal near Noumea, 
the task group headed north to Nepoi which 
has a small harbour and a tight channel to 
navigate. Land forces then left the ship via
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(top left) CPL Damien Short takes the 
strain as members o f  ship’s company 
steady the load while HMAS Manoora 
conducts early morning crane operations.
(above) An Army LCM8 being loaded from  
HMAS Manoora while a French Puma 
helicopter waits to land on Manoora’s 
Flight Deck.
HMAS Tarakan (L129) lands at Cowley 
Beach to offload Bushmasters during 
Exercise Sea Lion

helicopter and LCM 8 to secure the area in 
order to evacuate ‘natural disaster victim s’.

“This is exactly what amphibious ships like 
Manoora do,” said CM DR Dryden. “We 
deliver and retrieve whatever is needed to 
small or large nations in times o f trouble.”

“In this case we have completed the mission 
asked o f us by the joint commander and in 
this we have excelled. I am extremely proud 
o f the crew, who with little notice have again 
shown how that Navy spirit to do a job and 
do it well has ensured the success o f this 
exercise.

“Our participation in Croix Du Sud has 
enabled us to reinvigorate friendships with

our neighbours in the region and proven 
that we can operate successfully in a 
multinational, combined force environment.”

Manoora returned to Noumea to unwind and 
to participate in a moving Anzac Day dawn 
service on board HMNZS Canterbury.
She was due to begin an extended 
maintenance activity, at the time o f going to 
press, before beginning a busy second half 
o f 2010.
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MilHOP: your chance to help 
improve ADF healthcare
ADF members now have the chance 

to contribute to the building o f a 
better Defence healthcare system 

by participating in a group of 
independent studies as part of 
the Military Health Outcomes 
Program (MilHOP).

Defence has enlisted the help 
of the Centre for Military and 
Veterans Health (CMVH), 
an independent research 
organisation which is staffed 
by researchers from the 
University of Adelaide and the 
University of Queensland, to 
undertake the research.

MilHOP began in late April 
and is funded by Joint Health Command.
The aim o f the study is to identify recurring 
physiological and psychological health 
problems faced by Defence staff, in order to 
inform better policy and service provision.

More than 25,000 current and ex-serving 
members who have already returned from 
the Middle East will be invited to participate, 
delivering the most comprehensive 
information ever obtained on ADF health 
needs.

Additionally, Navy personnel deploying to 
the Middle East between 2010 and 2011 
will be asked to participate in pre and post
deployment assessments, with some invited 
to take part in more thorough examinations.

The study will also look at the health 
and wellbeing of personnel who have not 
deployed to the Middle East to highlight the 
medical conditions confronting those who 
have undertaken other deployments or who 
have remained ashore.

Lead MilHOP researcher, GPCAPT Professor

Sandy McFarlane, said the studies will usher 
in a new era in supporting the operational 
capability of Defence and the long-term 

wellbeing o f veterans.

“This is a once in a generation 
opportunity to overhaul and 
shape Defence’s healthcare 
system with the means 
to be part of that change 
right at your fingertips.” 
Professor McFarlane said.
“To make sure that our 
Navy requirements are given 
the highest priority, every 
response is important.” .

In the coming weeks, ADF 
members will receive an email 

in their DRN account with a link to the initial 
web survey. Anyone without access to a DRN 
account will receive the questionnaire by 
internal mail early in June.

The survey will take about one hour to 
complete. Because CMVH is independent, 
all participants can be assured that their 
responses will be treated in a strictly 
confidential manner.

The Chief of the Defence Force is supporting 
the MilHOP Study by encouraging all COs 
to give personnel adequate time to complete 
their responses.

Navy medical administrator LCDR Steve 
Pullman is working within CMVH as 
the Navy Liaison Officer to ensure good 
communication and coordination between 
Navy and CMVH.

Any questions about the research should 
be directed to the MilHOP team at 
cmvh@adelaide.edu.au or by free call 1800 
232 904. You can also visit www.cmvh.org. 
au/milhop.
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It’s true: we do have 
an inland Navy

NAVY GRADUATION: The end o f  18 months theoretical and hands-on training at the Tri-Service 
School o f Aviation at RAAF Base Wagga before graduates take up their postings with Fleet Air 
Arm squadrons.

By CPO Paul Wetherspoon
£  "X "IT T agga? We don’t have sailors at 

\ / \ /  Wagga do w e?’

This was the start o f a 
conversation with a very senior Defence 
manager in early 2000 while I was posted to 
NHQ-Aust, Canberra.

By the end o f the conversation his curiosity 
was roused and travel was booked to go and 
visit the inland Navy, home o f nearly 160 
naval aviation trainees and their supporting 
staff.

I have remembered this conversation over 
the years, not for the members and humour 
involved at the time but for the ignorance 
and confusion that still reigns over the 
Navy and Fleet Air Arm ’s involvement with 
the Tri-Service aviation training facility 
at RAAF Base Wagga but also with the 
community of Wagga itself.

When the history of the inland Navy is 
considered you can’t help wonder why 
members from all three branches o f the 
ADF overlook the inland Navy and all its 
achievements. Navy’s involvement with the 
Tri-Service Aviation School began in 1993 
after the closure and de-commissioning o f 
HMAS Nirimba in Sydney’s outer western 
suburbs.

The first courses o f Navy aviation trainees 
began their studies in m id-1993 with 26 
aircraft technician sailors graduating on 
April 7, 1995. They were the first o f nearly 
3000 sailors who have graduated from the 
school to date.

The training is provided by the National 
Aerospace Training Centre o f Excellence 
(NATCOE), a branch o f TAFE NSW  in 
partnership with the ADF. This partnership 
has ensured the aviation curriculum remains 
current and meets the requirements o f 
modem ADF aviation operations.
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The 18 month course at Wagga is very 
intense with the current trainees enjoying 
two to three exams most weeks 
throughout. The curriculum 
ensures all trainees are tested 
in both knowledge and hand 
skills.

Not everybody graduates 
from the training but 
those that do present to 
our home of the Fleet Air 
Arm, HMAS Albatross, as 
competent maintainers with 
the skill set and knowledge 
to undertake aircraft-types 
training before taking up their 
squadron postings.

The personnel working and 
training at Wagga are ‘posted 
to HMAS Albatross borne 
Wagga’. This can be an 
interesting surprise for new 
COs o f Albatross when they 
realise their ship’s company 
includes and additional 150 
to 250 sailors ‘a short five 
hours drive to the w est’.

The trainees are supported 
and administered from 
Albatross but managed locally 
by a team of 12 PNF and NR staff, 
currently headed by a LCDR Martin 
Jolley -  the SNO-W.

The inland Navy has recently 
managed to have a warrant 
officer included in the staff 
ranks, this position is yet 
to be made permanent but 
if  confirmed will only add 
another element to the 
Naval support network at 
Wagga the continues to 
ensure the Navy, and ADF 
as a whole receives the best 
aviation technicians available.

For personnel posted to the school and their 
families, the town of Wagga is a surprising 

contradiction - a town in the
middle o f nowhere, it is very 

convenient with outstanding 
recreational facilities.

It’s situated on the main 
highway to Adelaide two 
hours from Canberra and 
about five hours from 
Sydney or Melbourne.

Wagga boasts educational 
facilities of an exceptionally 

high standard including the world- 
class Charles Sturt University. Since 

Navy has come to town several 
staff members or sailors 

spouses have graduated 
from this institution.

There is always plenty to do 
with the family as Wagga 
has most popular sporting 
and hobby clubs and venues 
in or close to town. It is also 

short, scenic drive to some o f 
Australia’s high profile wineries 

in the NSW/Vic border region.

If you’re ever in the area you’ll 
always be welcome to drop 

in for a brew and tour, but, 
if  you are just interested 
in the school and aviation 
training don’t hesitate to 
contact Navy HQ at the 
RAAF School o f Technical 
Training or visit the 
school’s (intranet) website 

http: //intranet. defence. gov. 
au/raafweb/Sites/RAAFSTT.
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Welcome
By LSIS Kade Rogers

to Kandahar
the familiar dreadful whine .

Two rockets shot into the airfield; one 
flew directly over us and the other 

the taxiway metres from
A red-hot piece 

niv

his particular night mission 
had begun like any other. 
I stood on the dusty, 

dark Kandahar airfield with 
my camera around my neck 
while loadmasters busied 
themselves around me, 
loading their precious 
and vital cargo into 
an Australian CH 47 
Chinook.

There was friendly banter 
between the crew and 
myself as we waited. A few of 
the blokes lit up cigarettes and 
drank thirstily from their water 
bottles.
The chatter was suddenly broken by

I filmed the tasks 
that went into every 
mission. Forklifts 
meandered around 
the aircraft and 
aircrew loaded theii 
paraphernalia.
It was a tedious 
chore at 50°C, 
and definitely 
uncomfortable 
thanks to the 
weight of my 
body armour, and 
equipment.
The world through 
my viewfinder was 
a green haze as the 
night vision lens 
picked out details 
otherwise invisible 
in the pitch black.
There was a break 
in the activity as 
the loading neared 
completion. The 
tyres of the Chinook 
helicopter bulged 
under the weight of the 
aircraft.

The men about me hit 
the ground immediately, 
and several rolled 
underneath the 
helicopter for 
protection.
I looked at my limbs 
to make sure they 
were still present 
and started filming 
as 1 dove towards 
the tarmac.
1 immediately tried 
to capture the 
expressions on the 
men’s faces as the 
rocket skidded off 
the taxiway past 
us.
For whatever 

** extraordinary 
reason, the rocket 
did not detonate.
It continued its

■ flight down the row 
of helicopters and 
punched straight 

though the fuselage 
of a nearby coalition 
aircraft.

Its terrible journey 
ended abruptly when it 

JP demolished a barbeque
- probably not the high- 

value target intended by 
the Taliban.

“Welcome to Kandahar!” said 
one of the crew, jovially slapping 

his mate on the back as the all- 
clear was sounded.
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Dogged determination
Afghanistan —  capturing imagery under fire
By LSIS Kade Rogers

On the dark, dusty Kandahar airfield 
several coalition aircraft were 
preparing for a ‘deliberate action’ 

mission. We had intelligence o f a Taliban 
bomb factory and we were to deliver 
American and Afghan troops to neutralize 
the threat... or as our tailgunner put it:
“We’re gonna take some bad people to do 
bad things to more bad people.” I liked his 
explanation.

I put my helmet on and tested my 
microphones.

A remote mic was set up to record the radio 
chatter from the pilots, and my cameras’ 
external mic would record the ‘w ild’ sound.

As the soldiers boarded the helicopter, Evan 
Wilkes, the Channel 7 producer, gave orders 
to operate three extra cameras set up in 
the cockpit to film the pilots - he told me 
that the bag with the recorders was secured 
beneath one of the troop seats.

I saw the bag as I climbed into my usual 
position between the door gunners. Sitting 
in the seat was the toughest bloke I had ever 
seen; he was restraining a nasty looking 
Alsatian.

The dog bared his 
teeth and I heard 
his deep growl 
over the noise of 
the engines. The 
soldier reeled him 
back and gave a 
sharp command. 
He was covered 
in tattoos and 
wore a rag
tag American 
digicam uniform.

Ready to go: Leading Seaman Kade Rogers 
with producer Evan Wilkes near the CH47 helo.

“The camera bag can wait,” I thought.
I looked about the cabin as we taxied to 
take off. The Afghan soldiers under the 
mentoring guidance of the Americans all 
had steely gazes. Many of them had adapted 
their uniforms and equipment to best suit 
themselves. I looked at one man close to 
where I stood - he wore a spiked leather 
glove on one hand.
I figured that he had good reason to wear it. 
We were airborne as the sun rose. I 
remember trying to film everything I saw.
I concentrated on the soldiers and their 
expressions; I even got a decent shot o f the 
dog.
I could hear the banter o f the pilots and 
other aircraft over my headset. They told 
each other dirty jokes and poked fun at each 
other. I was amused. I never became quite 
comfortable with an American voice saying 
‘m ate’ however...
As we approached the insertion point I could 
feel the anticipation building. The soldiers 
in the cabin readied their weapons as the 
tailgunner held his hands up signalling ‘10 
minutes’.
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The soldiers repeated the gesture in 
acknowledgment.

I concentrated hard on filming everything.

We hit the ground hard as we arrived at the 
insertion point, the jolt knocked me onto the 
floor between the two gunners, and I heard 
the pilot curse.

I quickly got up, my camera still recording. 
The troop commander gave a series o f quick 
hand gestures as the soldiers rushed out of 
the back o f the helicopter.

As soon as the dog had moved I rushed to 
where the camera bag was and hastily started 
the three recorders.

The pilots wasted no time as the tailgunner 
raised the ramp as the last man leapt out.
We took off quickly to refuel at a nearby 
coalition forward operating base and await 
advice that the soldiers had done their work.

It w asn’t a long wait.

My adrenalin began to surge as we rose 
steadily into the air. I knew that the soldiers 
would’ve stirred up a hornets nest.

Our squadron o f coalition helicopters made 
the perilous journey back through the 
mountains to the RV point.

I could see several men running on the 
ground through the thick dust as we landed.

The tailgunner lowered the ramp, and the 
soldiers hastily resumed their seats. I was 
relieved to see that my tough American 
friend and his dog had found their way onto 
another helicopter.

I gently tapped the knee of an exhausted 
Afghan soldier motioning him aside so I 
could have access to the tapes and additional 
recorders.

I took up my position between the gunners 
as they scanned the area all around our 
helicopter while the remaining soldiers 
boarded.

BOOM!

The air was forced out o f my lungs as a 
massive blast shook the ground. I looked out

through the cockpit and saw debris falling all 
around us.

“W hat the hell was that?”

“IDF! IDF!”

The radios crackled to life.

“What happened?”

“That was IDF, I can see the shell on the 
ground!”

“Let’s get the hell out of D odge...”

My vision began to narrow, and my senses 
sharpened as the adrenalin surged through 
my body. I responded to every noise and 
every motion and I convinced m yself that I 
was safe behind my camera.

I repeated the mantra to m yself “It’s not real, 
it’s a m ovie... It’s not real, it’s a m ovie.. .”

It worked, and I remained composed.

We took off quickly in formation.

The door gunners remained alert tracking 
the movement of several motorbikes as we 
weaved through the mountains.

I could see them myself, but couldn’t get a 
decent shot. I made a mental note to bring a 
smaller camera on the next mission.

Dakka dakka dakka...

“W hat’s that?”

Dakka DAKKA DAKKA!!

“Whoa! That’s incoming!”

I saw the tailgunner duck on the ramp as he 
reported the shots falling clear.

Our enemy on the ground was firing at us 
from concealed positions in the valley; I 
never saw where they were.

I was terrified yet elated. I had trained for 
this my entire career.

As we landed in Kandahar I gathered my 
tapes and equipment and walked off the 
ramp with the rest of the soldiers. I spotted 
Evan as he walked towards me on the apron.

“What are you grinning at?” he asked

“That was bloody awesome,” I replied.
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Defence-funded study at the 
Australian Defence Force Academy
By LCDR Gael Stewart

So you’re thinking about studying or 
going back to study again?

Under the Defence-funded Postgraduate 
Study Scheme you can undertake 
postgraduate studies at the Australian 
Defence Force Academy (ADFA).

There’s a broad range o f  post-graduate 
programs available through the University 
of New South Wales (UNSW) at ADFA and 
for many members you w on’t even need an 
undergraduate degree as work experience 
and other external qualifications will be 
taken into account when you apply.

Who can qualify for the Defence Funded 
Postgraduate Study Scheme?

If you are a permanent ADF member 
(including Reserve Force members on 
continuous full-time service for a minimum 
o f 365 days) then you are eligible to apply. 
Similarly, if  you are an ongoing Defence 
APS employee who meets Studybank 
eligibility, you can also apply. The 
UNSW@ADFA website is the primary 
site for information on further entry and 
eligibility requirements (http://www.unsw. 
adfa.edu.au).

How do you apply?

You will need to make two separate and 
concurrent applications. The first is to 
apply for and secure Defence funding 
and the second is to apply for entry into 
UNSW@ADFA. Applicants will need to 
complete form AD481 -  Application for 
Funding for Postgraduate Study at ADFA. 
This form is readily available on the Defence 
Restricted Intranet - Webforms.

I f  you want to start studies in Semester 1 of

2011, you will need to submit your AD481 
so that it arrives at the delegate office no 
later than November 1.

For Navy you need to send it to Staff Officer 
Education, DNPP, Russell Offices, R8- 
LG-008, Department of Defence, Canberra 
ACT 2600. You can fax your form to 02 
62653442. APS should send their forms to 
DCE-EAS, Campbell Park, CP 1-6-104, ACT 
2600 or fax to 02 62663587.

The second application is to 
UNSW@ADFA. You can apply for 
admission at A pply Online’ http://my.unsw. 
edu.au. Cut-off dates for semester 1 of 2011 
will be early December 2010 for research 
and early January 2011 for course work.

You will need to check the website early 
to confirm the actual cut-off dates. Late 
applications may be considered but there is a 
$100 non-refundable late fee.

Education opportunities at 
UN S W  @ ADFA

UNSW@ADFA offers a fantastic range o f 
coursework programs designed to meet the 
ever-changing needs of government, industry 
and the business world. The programs 
include Arts (including Defence Studies), 
Business, Engineering Science, Management 
Studies, Science and Systems Engineering.

W hat delivery methods are offered at 
UN S W @ADFA?

You can choose distance education, on- 
campus, or a combination of both.

Lectures are generally late afternoon or 
evening, so if  you are lucky enough to be 
posted to Canberra you can finish work then 
pop over to ADFA for your lectures.

Each course is different and many modules
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are offered by 
distance and on- 
campus, so you 
can tailor your 
program to suit 
your work-life 
commitments.

Some courses 
are assessed by 
assignments, 
others are done 
via formal and 
informal exams. 
There is something 
for everyone and a 
great qualification 
at the end too.

Do I incur a 
return of service 
obligation?

No. The great part 
about a Defence- 
funded position is 
that it is done part- 
time. Because you 
study in your own 
time, you don’t 
incur a ROSO.

So what are you 
waiting for -  now 
is the time to get 
that masters degree 
you always said 
you were going to 
do someday.

Further
information

A Naval student at the Australian Defence Force Academy.

http ://■www. un sw.adfa.edu. au/index. htm l;

http://test.adfa.edu.au/student/pubs/
pgbroc09.pdf;

http ://unsw. adfa. edu.au/ student/future/ 
postgrad.html;

http://unsw.adfa.edu.au/student/handbook/ 
index.html; and

■ http://handbook.unsw.edu.au/2010/index. 
html

Points-of-contact

LCDR Gael Stewart on 02 6265 2317 or e- 
mail gael.stewart@defence.gov.au or

Geoff Skelton on 02 6165 1477 or email 

geoffrev. skelton^defence. gov.au.
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Exchange kellick’s Belgian sojourn

LSMT Michael Cameron lays a wreath 
on behalf o f the RAN at Tyne Cot 
Cemetery, Passchendaele, Belgium.

Story and pics by LSIS Yuri Ramsey

For Leading Seaman Michael Cameron, 
currently on exchange in the UK with 
Program Long Look, it was a trip o f a 

lifetime ... within a trip o f a lifetime when 
he travelled to the former battlefields in 
Belgium and France to attend Anzac Day 
commemorations.

Michael travelled all the way from his 
exchange posting at HM Naval Base Clyde 
at Faslane, Scotland to visit the places 
where so many Commonwealth and German 
soldiers lost their lives at the Somme area 
in France and Passchendaele, Tyne Cot, 
Zonnebeke and Hill 60 in Belgium. Many 
areas still showed evidence o f the past wars, 
with massive concrete German bunkers 
dotting the landscape.

“It was great honour for me to lay a wreath 
today in remembrance o f the soldiers who 
fought and died in the Great War,” Michael 
said after attending the Anzac dawn service 
at Buttes Polygon Wood and laying a 
wreath at the Anzac day service at Tyne Cot 
Cemetery.

Michael walked through row upon row 
of white headstones, many bearing the 
inscription A soldier o f  the Great War, known 
unto God.

“The sheer number of headstones in the 
cemeteries I have seen is staggering,” he 
said. “Seeing the battlefields with my own 
eyes gives me a sense of awe in what these 
soldiers accomplished.”

LS Cameron was one o f 14 Australian 
sailors, ranging in rank from AB to WO who 
were enjoying the most recent Long Look 
exchange at the time of going to press.

Long Look is an annual program between 
the armed forces o f the United Kingdom, 
Australia and New Zealand. The exchange 
lasts for four months during which 
participating personnel work with their host 
unit learning valuable professional skills as 
well as experiencing different cultures. The 
RAN will call for nominations for Long 
Look 2011 in early August.
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Anzac Day in Belgium
Story and pics by LSIS Yuri Ramsey

At the going down o f the sun in 
Australia it was morning in 
Belgium as many Australians and 

New Zealanders walked in the footsteps of 
soldiers almost a century before.

They gathered at the site o f the World War 
I Western Front to remember those who 
gave their lives. O f the 313,814 Australian 
soldiers who embarked from Australia 
for the Great War 53,000 died in France 
and Belgium. Many who survived carried 
wounds for the rest of their lives.

The Battle o f Polygon Wood began at 0530 
on September 26, 1917, fittingly at the same 
time a moving dawn service was held at 
the site o f the battle at Buttes New British 
Cemetery at Buttes Polygon Wood.

The cemetery is at the site o f an Australian 
memorial placed by the 5th Division, on the 
butte (a hill in the centre o f the wood) after 
the war. The wood is about four miles east o f 
Ypres and was completely destroyed during 
the battle, but replanted after the war.

At the service, Australia’s Ambassador to the 
European Union, Belgium and Luxembourg, 
Dr Brendan Nelson, New Zealand’s 
Ambassador to Belgium, Mr Peter Kennedy, 
and military representatives for Australia 
and New Zealand, respectively MAJGEN 
Brian Dawson and LTCOL Nick Gillard, laid 
wreathes at the memorial.

Although the Western Front was known for 
the poppies that would grow when nothing 
else would, the only poppies seen on the 
day were worn by the many Australians and 
New Zealanders who travelled to the Anzac
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Officials and delegations march from  
Ypres Town Hall to the Men in Gate 
during Anzac Day services in Belgium.



LS Michael 
Cameron views 
the headstones 
Commonwealth 
soldiers buried

service held at Tyne Cot (so-called because 
British soldiers from the Tyne thought that a 
bam west of the Broodseinde-Passchendaele 
Road, looked more like a local cottage, or 
cot).

The bam  became the centre o f five German 
blockhouses and was captured by the 
Australian Imperial Forces (AIF) 3rd 
Division on October 4 , 1917. At the center 
o f  the memorial cemetery, the Cross o f 
Sacrifice monument was built over one o f  
the blockhouses which was one o f  several 
captured by the AIF 3rd Division, on this 
occasion by the 5th Brigade.

A plaque commemorates it and this w as the 
site at which the later Anzac Day service 
took place. Wreath-layers included Dr. 
Nelson, MAJGEN Dawson and LSM T 
Cameron representing the Royal A ustralian 
Navy and Australian Exchange Students.

For the last and largest service of the day, a 
marching band led dignitaries, flag bearers 
and many Australians, New Zealanders 
and Belgians from the town centre o f 
Ypres, the centre o f intense and sustained 
battles between the German and British 
Commonwealth Forces, to conduct a service 
at the Menin Gate under some 54,896 
names.

A lone piper sounded the lament while 
wreaths were placed by the Anzac 
contingent.

Author o f the Belgium Anzac stories LS Yuri Ramsey, a massive and lifelong Liverpool fan at Anfield 
Stadium, Liverpool, shortly before kick-off o f the Europa League Cup Quarter Final Second Leg match 
between Liverpool and Befica. Benfica took a 2-1 lead into the two leg tie but were defeated on the 
night 4-1, resulting in Liverpool winning the tie 5-3 on aggregate. “It was an amazing match and a great 
result. It has been a long term goal o f mine to go to Anfield and watch my team play, and for them to 
play and win so well made the experience that much more memorable.” Pic by LSMT Michael Cameron.
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Combined Maritime Forces (CMF), the 
men and women in ship’s company had 
been hard at work conducting more than 
250 queries on shipping in the region 
and directing ship’s boarding parties to 
40 visits and boardings in just the first 
four weeks on station.

CMF is a multi-national force 
comprising more than 24 countries 
based in Bahrain, whose common aim is 
to increase the security and prosperity 
of the Persian Gulf and surrounding 
regions.

MAS Parramatta (CMDR Heath 
Robertson) was continuing with 
patrolling in the Persian Gulf 

and looking forward to counter-piracy 
operations off the Horn o f Africa as this 
edition o f SeaTalk went to press.
Deployed to the Middle East area of 
operations (MEAO) on the 23rd rotation 
to Operation SLIPPER on March 15, 
Parramatta had patrolled within the 
ME AO for 56 days, spending only five 
nights alongside in that period.

Under the operational control of
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HMAS Parramatta’s boarding party departs a cargo 
by LCDR Graeme Bick
CMF is working to defeat terrorism, prevent 
piracy and to reduce illegal trafficking o f 
people and drugs in order to promote the 
maritime environment as a safe place for 
mariners with legitimate business.

Parramatta’s ship’s company has a 
immense job ahead of it as the CMF area 
o f responsibility includes more than 2.5 
million square miles o f international waters 
(an area approaching that o f the land mass 
of Australia) that are commanded by three 
principal commanders o f task forces.

In the first month in the MEAO, Parramatta 
has operated under the control of 
Commander Task Force (CTF) 150.

This task force was established in early 2002 
to seek and disrupt violent extremists’ use 
o f the maritime environment as a venue for 
attack, or for the transportation of personnel, 
weapons and other material used for such 
attacks.

CTF 150 achieves this through the conduct 
o f maritime security operations (MSOs) in 
the Gulfs of Aden and Oman, Arabian Sea, 
Red Sea and Indian Ocean.

dhow following an approach and assist visit. Pic

Until recently, CTF 150 was commanded 
by Australian staff. Since their handover 
in April, it has been commanded by 
the Pakistan Navy (Rear Admiral Zafar 
Mahmood Abbasi).

MSOs include a broad range o f activities 
from assisting mariners in distress to 
visiting or boarding vessels in accordance 
with international law and United Nations 
Security Council Resolutions. These efforts 
are designed to complement the maritime 
security efforts o f Persian G ulf regional 
nations.

As the deployment continues, Parramatta 
also expects to operate under CTF 151, the 
multinational coalition task force established 
to actively deter, disrupt and suppress acts 
o f piracy in the G ulf o f Aden and the waters 
east of Somalia.

The primary mission that Parramatta 's 
people will conduct under CTF 151 will 
be to protect global maritime security and 
secure freedom of navigation and trade 
shipping for the benefit of all nations.

Opportunities exist for Parramatta ''s crew to 
interact with foreign navies as the counter-
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piracy efforts is a collaborative effort 
between CMF units and units operating 
in support o f the European Union and the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation task 
forces.

At the time o f publication, Parramatta’s 
crew had been fortunate to have had 
interaction with officers and sailors o f  the 
US, Dutch, Japanese, Pakistani, British, 
Turkish, Kuwaiti, Singaporean, German, 
Greek, Canadian, French, Chinese and 
Russian navies, with many more to come.

The counter-piracy mission has attracted 
widespread interest from both the 
international maritime community and the 
media.

To support the international maritime 
community, Parramatta will conduct 
close escort operations for merchant 
traffic transiting along the internationally- 
recommended transit corridor (IRTC) in the 
G ulf o f Aden and also engage in security 
operations around the Flora of Africa and in 
the waters to the east o f Somalia.
CMDR Robertson said men and women in 
his ship’s company were maintaining high

spirits and strong camaraderie, despite the 
lengthy periods at sea.

“Our mission is to contribute to the 
security o f the vital waterways that enable 
international trade and commerce to flow,” 
he said.

“Our training, equipment and procedures are 
world’s best, and we are ready to join with 
the international community to stamp out 
acts o f piracy and armed robbery in these 
waters.”

Parramatta is the third Australian warship 
in recent times to be deployed outside the 
Persian Gulf, flexibly tasked for the counter
terrorism and counter-piracy missions 
whilst concurrently supporting A ustralia’s 
strategic international engagement initiatives 
necessary to continue improving Australia’s 
relations with regional maritime nations.

This recent change o f tasking continues 
to present the Navy with an exciting and 
promising future as we adapt to new threats 
and challenges posed by these new missions.

Parramatta is due home in Sydney in 
September.

The boarding party approaches Parramatta, visit to the dhow completed. Pic by LCDR Graeme Bick.
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- m
RESPECT FOR THOSE WHO WENT BEFORE: The crew o f HMAS Parramatta took time out from their operations to conduct a dawn service and breakfast on Anzac Day. In this time exposure, the 
only movement is in Parramatta ’s Australian White Ensign and catafalque party, giving them the appearance o f ghosts o f a bygone era.
A key connection for the ship's company is that Parramatta is now operating in the same region that HMAS Parramatta II operated in during WWII.
In May 1941 Parramatta II concluded nine months as part o f the Red Sea Force where she undertook escorting, patrolling and minesweeping. She was then transferred to the Mediterranean station 
where she undertook escort duties on the ‘Tobruk ferry’run.
After six months in the Mediterranean, at just after midnight on the November 27, 1941, Parramatta II was attacked and sunk by a German u-boat off the Libyan coast. She had been escorting a much 
needed ammunition resupply ship into Tobruk and was lost with 138 officers and sailors. Just 24 crew survived.
Parramatta is currently carrying the ashes o f  one o f the survivors, Mr Ted Fryer. These will be scattered in the coming weeks while on patrol in the Red Sea. Anzac Day pics by ABET Nathan Jeal.
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By Annabelle Haywood

The Chief of Navy says the first 12 
months of the New Generation Navy 
(NGN) program has brought positive 

change but more needs to be done.

“When the New Generation Navy program 
was launched, I made it clear that improving 
N avy’s culture was my number one priority,” 
said VADM Crane after the Service passed 
the 12-month milestone.

“I am proud to say that there has been a 
positive change in our culture, but we need 
to do more.”

NGN projects

There has been a tremendous amount of 
work done by the NGN team to implement 
and deliver initiatives and changes for the 
RAN and its sailors, and there have been 
successes and positive reactions right 
throughout the Navy.

Projects under NGN include changes to 
the way leadership training is delivered to 
all ranks, with a focus on what makes an 
effective, inclusive and ethical leader. These 
leadership principles are now delivered as 
three-day workshops to senior sailors and 
senior officers, and as modules in existing 
training programs for junior officers, and in 
promotion courses for junior sailors.

Culture change projects include improving 
technical training, getting people to sea 
earlier, improving the effectiveness o f the 
rejoining process, increasing awareness 
o f flexible work practices, and reviewing 
respite and predictability across the fleet.

The Signature Behaviours were an early 
outcome o f NGN, and are now being 
embedded in Navy through the Making the 
Change program, which is being facilitated
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through the divisional system. These 
behaviours are a guide to N avy’s preferred 
culture, and demonstrate attention to people, 
performance and professionalism.

All Navy people will now have their 
performance assessed against these 
behaviours as part of their performance 
appraisal reports (NOPARs and SPARs), 
with work underway to align the N avy’s 
promotion and advancement systems with 
NGN.

Leadership in our second year

“Our focus for the second year o f  NGN is 
ensuring our leaders are equipped to lead us 
into the future,” said VADM Crane.

“At the heart of NGN is our leadership 
capability, both individually and 
collectively.”

The Navy Leadership Framework is the basis 
for all leadership training, as a workshop for

officers or in sailor promotion courses.

This material presented in these courses is 
based on the Navy Values and Signature 
Behaviours, and is best practice in effective 
leadership worldwide. These courses began 
in September 2009, and as o f April 30, 
about 800 Navy personnel o f all ranks have 
undertaken this new leadership training, with 
many more expected to do so throughout the 
coming year.

“This new focus on self-awareness as a 
leader aims to assist all leaders in the kind 
of impact they have -  their strengths and 
any opportunities to enhance their personal 
leadership example,’ said VADM Crane.

“Whether you’re a seaman or an admiral, 
we all have a leadership role. We now 
need to ensure we lead from the front, and 
manage and mentor our staff while leading 
by example.”

People

R espect th e  con tribution  of every  
indiv idual

* Recognise the value of each person’s contribution to Navy
* Be respectful of role, experience and background
* Value diversity.

P rom ote the  w e llbe ing  and devel
opm ent of all N avy people

* Develop Navy people to their full potential
* Know and care for people
* Keep people at the core of all decisions
* Built the team  - provide quidance and challenge their ab ilities

C om m unicate  w ell and regularly
* Keep your team  informed
* Be clear, consistent, tim ely and accurate
* Engage thoughtfully and check for understanding
* Express and receive feedback qraciously

Perform ance

C hallenge and  innovate
*  Challenge, question and be open to change
* Generate new ideas
* Support creative solutions

Be cost conscious
*  Understand the cost implications of the decision you make
* Find solutions that are enduring, efficient and add value
* Use it like you own it

Fix prob lem s, take  action
* Seek and accept responsibility
*  Take ownership of what you say you w ill do
* Turn your ideas into actions
* Be a part of an effective solution

Professionalism

Drive dec is ion -m ak ing  down
* M ake sound, tim ely decisions based on principles not just rules
*  Drive decisions to the appropriate level
'  Trust and support people to make qood decisions

Strengthen re la tio nsh ips  across  
and beyond N avy

* W ork together to identify and achieve common purposes and objectives
* Build inclusive partnerships
* Deliver on Navy’s promises and do it well

Be the  best 1 can
* Strive for professional excellence
* Know yourself and seek self-im provement
*  M aintain  your professional wellbeing

Make N avy proud, m ake A ustralia  
proud

* Lead by example
* Value Navy’s identity and reputation
* Live Navy’s values
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Our new training force

An early outcome o f NGN was the creation 
of Training Force, Navy’s ‘cradle-to-grave’ 
training organisation, created on July 1, 2009 
to maximise the efficiency and effectiveness 
of individual and collective training.

“With the formation o f Training Force, 
we have put in place the organisation that 
will allow us to provide our people the 
training they need, when they need it,” said 
Commodore Training CDRE Daryl Bates.

“A key driver o f the NGN program is 
to deliver a training-focussed Navy that 
addresses the burgeoning numbers under 
training and ensures that our people are 
properly trained, get to sea early and update 
their skills when it’s appropriate.

“This was the catalyst for Plan Train, and 
the use of Anzac class ships to train more 
technical trade sailors. It has been a terrific 
success, enabling us to recover a critical 
deficiency in the Anzac class, particularly 
the marine technicians’ operational 
qualifications.”

CDRE Bates said that Navy intends to move 
on from Plan Train, and develop a more 
scientific way to identify when ships are 
needed at sea and alongside to support the 
training pipeline.

“We have started to look very closely at how 
we operate the Fleet to support individual 
and collective training,” he said.

“With shore based training authorities 
now in Fleet Command, we now have the 
wherewithal to maximise the effectiveness 
and efficiency o f our shore training facilities, 
as well as the in those ‘classrooms’ that float 
and are painted grey.”

A key initiative to support this approach is 
the new Fleet operating concept, currently

under development. This concept will 
focus on quality training for both individual 
professional development as well as the 
collective training for all units.

CDRE Bates said this will allow Sea 
Training Group to operate in a more 
effective and efficient way, providing the 
right forces at the right time, capable o f 
fighting and winning at sea.

The focus from here

CN acknowledges that there is a still more 
to do to create Navy’s desired culture, and 
that the changes will continue to be felt for 
some time.

“W hen I launched NGN, I stated that it is a 
five year program, and this remains the case. 
Culture change is challenging and cannot be 
achieved overnight,” said VADM Crane.

“The Australian people expect us to 
perform and behave to a higher standard, 
and to ensure we are a Navy renowned for 
excellence in service to our nation. This 
vision must be consistently interpreted and 
shared by all throughout the Navy.”

Warrant Officer o f the Navy (WO-N), WO 
Mark Tandy, agrees that the impact of NGN 
is beginning to be felt across the fleet, but 
change needs to be initiated and managed by 
leaders o f all ranks.

“Sailors are genuinely excited about NGN 
and what the future holds, however, they 
want to see results in their workplace,” he 
said.

“This will be the focus for Navy in the 
second year -  ensuring that we lead by 
example. If we are going to make a real 
difference in our culture then workplace 
leadership will be the key.”
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Assessing exceptional circumstances
By LCDR Annette Nelson

Recently some of the CDF 
authorisations regarding approval 
o f dependents, member with 

dependents (unaccompanied) and removals 
under exceptional circumstances have been 
delegated to the Director General Navy 
People (DGNP). Flowever, rules contained in 
the Pay and Conditions Manual (PACMAN) 
remain the guiding principle and the basis 
for our decisions.

The PACMAN is the 
document which tells 
us what we can and 
cannot approve; and, 
while we cannot go 
beyond our approved 
power, we will 
always try to do the 
best for members.

For example under 
PACMAN 6.6.42, 
the Chief o f Defence 
Force (or Director-General - Navy People 
as his delegate) may approve a removal 
if  he’s satisfied that any o f the following 
exceptional circumstances apply to the 
member or their dependants:

■ The safety or welfare of the member or 
dependants would be at high risk if  they 
stayed in their accommodation (e.g. If 
the member or dependant needs to be 
removed to a place o f safety);

■ A change in family circumstances 
requires urgent action (e.g. if  a dependant 
has died at the accommodation);

■ The removal is necessary to prevent an 
emergency from happening, (e.g. if  the 
member is in imminent danger because 
they have witnessed a serious criminal 
offence).

As you can see from the wording o f the 
determination and the examples given, 
the situation must be extreme, urgent or 
imminent for such a removal to be granted. 
Some o f the DGNP delegations allow 
approval of certain conditions o f service if  
compelling or compassionate circumstances 
are proved.
We acknowledge proving some of these 
circumstances involves reports from medical 
specialists or social workers which can 

contain extremely 
personal details which 
members and their 
families would prefer 
not to be viewed 
by strangers. We do 
promise absolute 
confidentiality for this 
information; only those 
people who absolutely 
‘need to know’ see 
these letters, but we 
must have the facts to 
make a proper decision.

If we find something in the PACMAN 
policy that is too narrow we do try to have it 
amended, but we caution that this normally 
takes considerable time and the delay may 
be frustrating to the member and their 
family.
Having said that, even if you are outside 
the circumstances it may be worthwhile 
submitting a well-justified request to your 
CO as there may be PACMAN provisions 
that apply to you o f which you are unaware. 
The PACMAN is a difficult document to 
understand and master.

So please remember your divisional and 
personnel staff are the first port of call and 
that we are here to help you and your family 
whenever possible. The best way you can 
help us to a sound decision is to provide 
good evidence, to make requests as early as 
possible and to have realistic expectations.
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Women’s advocate 
appointed
By a Special Correspondent

In a first for Navy, CMDR Jennifer 
Wittwer has been appointed 
as the Navy W omen’s 

Advocate.

She will work on 
the Navy People 
Committee to help 
Head Navy People 
and Reputation 
(HNPAR), RADM 
Trevor Jones, 
deal with matters 
associated with the 
retention, development 
and advancement of 
women in the Navy.

The impetus behind CMDR 
Wittwer’s appointment 
is the significant 
work currently being 
undertaken within Navy 
to meet its commitment 
to the Chief o f Defence Force Action Plan 
fo r  the Recruitment and Retention o f  Women 
in the Australian Defence Force.

The action plan focusses on developing and 
implementing strategies across the ADF to 
increase women’s participation rates and 
representation at senior and ‘pipeline’ levels, 
enhance flexible career management, and 
create an inclusive culture o f  networking and 
mentoring.

“It is absolutely essential that in today’s 
political and business climate, Navy has 
a dedicated advocacy role to promote and

advance issues affecting women in the 
Navy,” RADM Jones said.

“CMDR Wittwer brings with her 
extensive experience in the 

recruitment and retention 
o f women, equity 

and diversity, and 
administrative inquiries 
into unacceptable 
behaviour.

“That, combined with 
her previous work 
in organisational 
culture, and culture 

change through New 
Generation Navy, 

positions her well to 
provide guidance and 

advice to Navy’s senior people 
committee.”

RADM Jones — absolutely essential 
... Navy has a dedicated advocacy role 
to promote and advance issues affecting 
women in the Navy.’

RADM Jones’s 
commitment to the 
CDF Action Plan has 
seen him recently 
direct his staff to 
formulate a policy 

that as a general rule provides for the offer 
o f part-time work for women following 
maternity leave, should they desire it.

This aligns with, but goes beyond, the 
Federal Government National Employment 
Standards introduced in January 2010 that 
provide women with the right to request 
part-time work following the birth o f a child.

“I intend that this policy be effective from 
July 1, to ensure that women are provided 
with an opportunity to continue to advance 
their careers in combination with family care 
responsibilities,” RADM Jones said.
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Chief o f  Navy Vice Admiral Russ Crane presents Commander Jennifer Wittwer with the 
Advancement o f  Women in the Workplace Award. Pic by POIS Oliver Garside.

CMDR Wittwer was instrumental in 
developing and implementing the Navy 
W omen’s Leadership Program in 2009, 
which provided an opportunity for 28 Navy 
women ranging in rank from able seaman to 
captain to attend external leadership events.

The program this year was extended to 30 
positions to attend two women’s leadership 
symposiums, and participate in a six- 
month intensive management development 
program. In addition, 50 women were 
selected to participate in a 16 week self
development mentoring program to finish 
on June 29. CMDR Wittwer is also N avy’s 
representative on the Defence working group 
established to develop and pilot an integrated 
workplace program across the ADF in 2010, 
aimed at educating managers on the need 
for, and champion, a more gender-balanced 
workforce that supports and encourages 
increased female participation in leadership 
positions.

As a result o f her work in advancing Navy 
women’s leadership, CMDR Wittwer 
was recently honoured with a National 
Advancement o f Women in the Workplace 
Award (AWWA). She was selected as the 
3rd place Bronze winner of the inaugural 
2010 AWWA, established by the Centre 
for Leadership for Women to recognise 
women and men who are leading the way 
in reducing gender disparity and promoting 
equity and women’s advancement in the 
workplace.

The award was announced nationally on 
International Women’s Day, March 8. 
CMDR Wittwer said she was honoured to 
have been selected.

“It is wonderful and public recognition of 
the Navy Women’s Leadership Program and 
the value of that program to our women and 
the Navy,” she said.
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‘It’s not about gender’ say 
Navy’s women leaders
By LEUT Andrew Herring

ifc at sea was once a male domain—a 
world entirely closed to women. But 
the modern Royal Australian Navy 

left those days behind long ago, opening 
almost every avenue of service to both men 
and women and proudly developing female 
leaders.

On international Women’s Day 2010,
SeaTalk caught up with two women 
performing frontline leadership roles in 
HMAS Anzac amid the action-packed annual 
fleet concentration period off Australia’s east 
coast.
In her 11 years as a seaman officer, LEUT 
Anita Nemarich served in HMA Ships 
Ballarat, Diamantina, Geraldton, Manoora, 
Melbourne (twice), and Success (twice) before 
being posted to Anzac as navigator.
Anita’s naval life began by reluctantly 
accompanying her sister to naval cadets 
at age 13, only to find herself falling in 
love with it. She became interested in the 
Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA) 
during a highschool work experience 
program at 11 MAS Cerberus and applied for 
entry after completing her schooling.

Not a lot has changed since I joined.
The opportunities that were open then are 
open now, except that submarines are now 
open to women also.

The remaining restrictions exist for good 
safety reasons rather than any issues o f  
inequality.

The opportunities have been there, what we

are seeing now are more women taking up 
those opportunities, which is fantastic.
We have more female navigators and 
PWOs now, and Anzac has the highest 
concentration o f female PWOs and 
navigation officers o f any ship in the fleet.

The time taken to become a principal 
warfare officer (PWO) navigator is about 
10years, and women's careers in the Navy 
often drop out at that point due to them 
choosing to marry and have kids.
Being a navigator is a very demanding job  
at sea and you have to throw yourself into 
it.
The skills you develop can be lost very 
quickly and, whether male or female, it 
would be very challenging to re-enter
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‘I ’m moving away 
from the stereotype 
of navigators 
being loud, tough 
officers doing 
lots o f yelling and 
shouting...’

I haven  Y had any issues being a female 
with m ale or fem ale trainees.
I ’m moving away from the stereotype o f 
navigators being loud, tough officers doing 
lots o f  yelling and shouting to other ways of 
teaching.
Creating a more positive learning 
environment cun result in bringing more 
through to become navigators.
I 'm very proud that / ’ve had three trainees 
go on to become navigators — that’s been 
very satisfying.”

My experience has been that Navy’s 
culture supports and respects experience, 
knowledge and performance regardless of 
gender.

People will respond to you better if  they 
can see you’ve been around for a while and 
have experience.
You may come across the odd difficult 
person but they change their tune once 
they see you perform and see that you ’re 
competent.
It’s about earning respect regardless, and 
you do that better through experience and 
competence rather than gender.

/  will remain in Anzac until mid-year, and 
then do the Advanced Navigation Course.
I am due to post to Kanimbla in August as 
navigator to do a deep draught posting and 
I am due for promotion in January.
I am hoping to join the Sea Training Group 
as the Fleet Navigation Officer and /  still 
hope to command my own ship one day 
after being Executive Officer o f a major 
fleet unit.

this job after years out 
especially due to the 
electronic age o f  e- 
churts.
One possible solution 
could be new ways for 
navigators to remain 
connected with the 
navigation faculty at 
HM AS Watson and do 
refresher courses to help 
them return to the job 
after a break. (Left and right) On duty on board HMAS Anzac - LEUT Anita 

Nemarich. Pics by ABIS Andrew Dakin.
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‘My team 
respect me 
because of my 
knowledge, 
management 
style, honesty 
and my moral 
courage —  not 
my gender

CPOCSM Lisa Terry in HMAS Anzac. Pic by ABIS Andrew Dakin.

CPOCSM Lisa Terry has been in the 
Navy for 15 years, serving as a combat 
systems specialist in HMA Ships 
Sydney, Manoora and Melbourne before 
posting to Anzac as a chief petty officer 
combat system manager.
CPOCSM Terry is one of only three 
female CPOCSMs in the RAN and 
currently the only one serving with the 
fleet at sea. She also became the Navy’s 
first female air control instructor in

Gender has played no part at all.
I  have a strong personality and I ’ve 
never had an issue.
I t’s more about how the individual goes 
about their work in the Navy than their 
gender.

When I jo ined Sydney cis a junior sailor 
in 1997, girls had already been at sea 
fo r  some time.
A senior sailor taught me about 
brotherhood.
On a ship you don ’t  see each other as 
objects but as a fam ily  —  as brothers 
and sisters.

I f  you  get in and do the job with the 
right attitude you 11 do alright.

I t makes no difference at all.
M y team respect me because o f  m y  
knowledge, management style, honesty 
and m y moral courage, not my gender.
H ow you  lead, manage and mentor 
people  is what matters.
A t the end o f  last year we had a lo t o f  
personnel changes in the operations 
room and a lot o f  instability.
Now, here at FCP, I ’ve got an operations 
room crew that is solid and working 
well as a team and I ’m proud to have 
contributed to that.
I t ’s been a busy training time and we 
have been able to get people qualified in 
aircraft control.

I  will be posting to Fleet Base West in 
July.
The capabilities coming into the N avy 
now will make us a force to be reckoned  
with and I ’m looking forward to getting  
into the air warfare destroyers.
A fter all, you jo in  the navy to go to sea.
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‘We have to keep transforming ourselves 
to become the people we ought to be ..
A personal journey by LSA Carly Mercer, line aircrewman with 723 Squadron at HMAS Albatross

I initially joined the Navy to become 
a combat systems operator (CSO), 
underwater, and after six years service I 

was and had been fortunate with everything I 
had achieved.

I had been deployed to the G ulf twice, 
seen more countries than I could remember 
and had thoroughly enjoyed my time away 
overseas. However I couldn’t help wanting 
more for m yself and my career. I had come 
to a point where I seemed to be waiting for 
something to happen.

I was on my second G ulf trip, when I was 
offered the chance to go on a flight in the 
embarked Seahawk. I had never flow in a 
helicopter before and jum ped at the chance.

Being a CSO, I thought I knew what the 
‘birdies’ did. It soon became apparent to me 
that I didn’t really know what was involved 
at all and that there was so much more to 
flying than meets the eye.

The flight was amazing and I don’t think 
the smile left my face for the duration o f the 
two-hour sortie. I remember being so excited 
that I couldn’t stop talking about it for about 
a week - the memory is still as clear now as 
the day it happened, almost five years later.
I had experienced flight, been ‘bitten by the 
bug’ and I wanted more.

As I didn’t know much about the 
aircrewman branch I wanted to find out 
everything I could and exactly what I had 
to do to change over. I wasn’t exactly sure

A 723SQN Squirrel rounds a rocky outcrop in 
the Tianjara low flying area.

where to start so I directed my inquiries 
towards the embarked aircrewman - someone 
that I will be forever grateful to, as it was 
him who fuelled my desire to branch. I 
didn’t know at at the time, but this particular 
aircrewman was to become one o f the 
instructors for my basic course, who helped 
me turn my dreams into a reality.

Listening to his experiences and stories fed 
my desire to change over. Compared to all 
the other sailors’ branches, the aircrewman 
branch seemed to be in a league o f its own.

Other members in my branch at the time 
gave me the impression that the aircrewman 
branch was a male-dominated world, and 
quite difficult to get into. I was even told 
once that they didn’t take females.

I posted ashore thinking that it was a thing

_ _
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With a 723SQN Squirrel on a helipad at Albany 
Rock just o ff Cape York.

for the boys, however I was determined to 
find a way in and to gain more information 
on the branch. It wasn’t until I was posted 
to the Australian Joint Acoustic Analysis 
Centre (AJAAC) at HMAS Albatross that 
I was able to truly appreciate just what the 
Fleet Air Arm did.

Being an aircrewman is so much more 
than just wearing a flight suit and waving 
to people from the back o f an aircraft; it is 
following in the footsteps o f those that have 
gone before you and honouring the true 
values and unique skill set the name brings. 
Although being a male-dominated branch, it 
certainly is one that welcomes females —  in 
fact, there are females in all three flying 
roles.

I found that if  you are willing to put in the 
effort, gender has no relevance on becoming 
an aircrewman. At times it can be quite 
intimidating to be in such a male-dominated 
workplace, but you soon realise that hard 
work and determination will get you there.

In 2007 I applied for transfer and sat the 
aircrewman board. I was selected to attend 
the course that was to start only months 
after.

Once on course you are taught everything 
from the ground up - literally. Aviation is 
like a whole new language, there is so much 
more to it than just jum ping into the aircraft 
and flying off.

The Basic Aircrewman Course is divided 
into two phases, Ground School and Flying. 
Each o f these phases is then broken down 
further, to capture the many different aspects 
o f both.

No other course I had done before this 
even compares, the amount of information 
you m ust digest is quite substantial.
There are sections on theory of flight, 
air traffic control, aviation medicine and 
meteorological training - and that’s before 
you start ground school on a specific aircraft.

Then there is physical training such as 
the helicopter underwater escape training 
(FtUET), when they strap you into a 
simulated aircraft, turn you upside down in 
it and then dunk it into a swimming pool 
so that you learn to escape from a ditched 
helicopter.

There’s the much talked about Combat 
Survival Course (Comsurv). This is 
conducted in Townsville and you are taught 
to ‘survive -  escape and resist interrogation’. 
Although being the most difficult course 
anyone ever has to do I actually enjoyed 
it. It exposed me to some of the biggest 
challenges that I had faced in life. Learning 
to live in different situations with no food, 
water or sleep is hardly anyone’s idea o f 
fun, but it was one of the most rewarding 
experiences I ’ve ever had.

LSA Carly Mercer does a diver drop from a 
Sea King helicopter into Jervis Bay.
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Carly receives the award as Dux Aircrewman 
Graduate fo r  2007/2008from Commander 
Fleet Air Arm, Commodore Tony Dalton.

I learnt a great deal about myself, achieved 
things that I thought impossible and 
discovered new-found motivation, and this is 
all before I got into an aircraft.

Flying phase is conducted on completion 
o f ground training, and is broken down into 
winching, external load lifting, cockpit crew 
duties, navigation, search and rescue and 
surface swimmer operations. As a surface 
swimmer you can provide the RAN with the 
ability to lower a swimmer from a hovering 
helicopter to rescue people in the water.

I finished the course in about 12 months. 
Graduation day is a huge milestone in 
every aviator’s career. This is the day 
that you receive your wings, a day of 
acknowledgement, and the day your aviation 
career truly begins - to wear a set o f wings is 
an honour, and something we all wear with 
pride.

Since graduating I have gained some insight 
into what the branch has to offer. I have 
already been detached to sea for my first 
embarked flight on FIMAS Leeuwin, an 
opportunity I was looking forward to since 
changing over.

The experience was more than I’d hoped 
for; the flying was like something out 
o f a magazine, absolutely breathtaking. 
Launching off the back o f a ship, whether 
it was for a vertrep, personnel transfer

or surface search, it added a whole new 
exciting element to sea life.

As you quickly discover, there’s a whole lot 
more than the waving from the aircraft door. 
The new range of skills and situations that 
you find yourself in is diverse, and no two 
days are exactly the same.

It is physically and mentally challenging 
but equally as rewarding and as a sailor you 
soon find a whole lot o f responsibility is 
placed on your shoulders.

I have absolutely no regrets in changing 
branch, in fact it was the best decision that
I have ever made. I find it encompasses 
everything that I already loved about the 
Navy but also bought a whole new set o f 
challenges and diversity to every day events.

Being an aircrewman is certainly not a job 
for everyone, but it is for anyone who wants 
to experience what makes the ‘birdies’ a 
breed o f their own. It is a job that will 
challenge you, physically and mentally, 
and test you to your absolute limits, but 
once training is complete you will reap the 
rewards.

The biggest lesson I have learnt is that there 
are always going to be obstacles in the way 
of achieving your goals; it is how you deal 
with these obstacles that defines you as a 
person. If you have a dream, take control 
o f your life and go for it, never let anyone 
else’s opinion dictate what you can and can’t 
do in life.

LSA Carly Mercer (centre) with a 723SQN 
aircraft on the flight deck o f HMAS Leeuwin.
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DFA
Defence Families of Australia News

WHO ARE DFA? We are you! We are partners o f  serving members, parents o f  serving 
members, fam ilies with young children, fam ilies with older children ... known to the 
world o f  Defence as ‘dependants9... (a term that I  aim to see changed!).
Defence Families o f  Australia (DFA) is an advocacy group that is independent from  
the Department o f  Defence. Composed largely o f  volunteers, DFA has been represent
ing the needs o f  the members and their fam ilies to Defence and the Government since 
1986. Our aim is to improve the quality o f  life fo r  all Defence fam ilies by providing an 
officially recognised forum fo r  the views o f  members and their fam ilies. We then report 
on, advise, and make recommendations to Defence and Government - ultimately we can 
influence policy on issues that directly affect fam ilies.

A word from the National Convenor

Among the major challenges I have 
faced since assuming this role is 
containing the job requirements 

to the three-day-per-week allocation! 
Fortunately, I am armed with a team of 
amazing volunteers, and I applaud them for 
their passion and dedication in their repre
sentation of families from their regions, and 
the feedback that they provide me with for 
discussion at national level.

Your regional DFA Delegate*...
Keron Wise: ACT/Southem NSW act.sthnsw@dfa.org.au 
Kim McKay: Victoria/Tasmania vic.tas@dfa.org.au 
Debbie Yates: Western Australia/Pilbara wa@dfa.org.au 
Marion Donohue: NT/Kimberley nt@dfa.org.au 
Dannii Khan: North Queensland nth.qld@dfa.org.au 
Jillian Macey: South Queensland sth.qld@dfa.org.au 
Julie Dryden: Central NSW central.nsw@dfa.org.au 
(*SA position was vacant at time of going to press.)

DFA conference
Since our training week in February, we 
have been setting the scene for our June 
conference. This year’s theme is ‘Stepping 
Through... ’ We plan to “step though” the 
challenges o f Defence living in order to 
enhance awareness and understanding of 
Defence life.
Over the past few months, you may have 
been invited to attend a meeting, or asked to 
provide input to our pre-conference survey

on-line. The conference is an opportunity for 
the DFA executive to evaluate family input. 
We invite a large number o f senior Defence 
representatives, including representatives 
from DHA and TOLL, to speak with the 
delegates and answer questions they may be 
asking on your behalf.
From feedback we have received from 
families so far, the main areas o f concern 
at present appear in relation to housing and 
health. With the change o f the removals 
contact coming to effect in July, we venture 
into uncharted waters. DFA will continue to 
provide input to the housing and removals 
space, to ensure best outcomes are achieved 
for members and their families.

DFA updates
In recent months, we have received an 
increasing number of phone calls and 
emails from single members with children. 
Amongst the complaints, some drew to our 
attention that it is difficult for them to gain 
access to information regarding their family 
circumstances.
We have found this also to be true, and have 
been advocating on their behalf for improve
ments in this policy space. In response to 
these members, we have also redeveloped 
our webpage to assist them in accessing 
information, and have created an icon on our 
home page to link them to information spe
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cific to their needs. If you have any informa
tion that may assist in this area, I welcome 
your feedback and input.

Families and NGN

To quote the Chief of Navy from Winter 
2010 edition o f SeaTalk: “ I see changes 
beginning to emerge..” !
The front page o f the Navy Web is testament 
to this, with the clear link for access to infor
mation for Navy families. On clicking the 
icon, you are then directed to links in how to 
contact personnel in ships, bases or recruit 
schools, and further family resources.
This is a positive step in the right direction 
in the recognition o f families of Navy per
sonnel!
In the stream o f cultural reform, DFA would 
like to see greater predictability o f Navy 
workload and deployments. Amongst the 
aims o f NGN is reducing the expectation 
that operational reliefs are an acceptable 
method o f crewing ships at no notice {Navy 
News, Nov 08).
The reality is that ships programs are still 
unpredictable. While we acknowledge that 
work/life balance is a very important aspect 
o f NGN, the current nature o f ships’ pro
gramming and short-notice postings contin
ues to interfere with this aim.

Be part o f DFA
DFA grows and develops according to the 
need of families that approach us.
Last year we appointed Camilla Kerr-Ruston 
lateral.transfer@dfa.org.au in response to 
increased awareness to the needs o f mem
bers and their families recruiting from over
seas. Recently we have been approached by 
a parent member willing to represent the 
unique challenges of parents o f our m em 
bers.
Navy families can show support for our 
goals of representing Navy needs by sub
scribing to our family information network. 
Please take a few minutes to enter your 
details on our web site www.dfa.org.au.
You will receive quarterly DFA news bulle
tins updating you on DFA activities -  includ
ing the outcomes of conference week. 
Registering on the DFA website is free! 
Together we make a difference...
Kind regards,

J u lie , B bukbuvn/
Julie Blackburn
National Convenor
Defence Families o f Australia
convenor@dfa. org. au
Mob: 0410 626 103
Defence Family Help: 1800 100 509
Defence Family Information: www.dfa.org.au

Campbell Park Offices
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One of the most important things 
to remember about a warship is 
that it is made up of people. It is 

not just steel, machinery and high-tech 
weapons systems. It comprises a diverse 
group of individuals from all walks 
of life working in close-knit teams to 
achieve amazing things.

This idea was the premise for the new 
Defence Force Recruiting (DFR) brand 
print and online advertisement for the

Navy.

DFR Navy Marketing wanted a brand 
advertisement to complement and 
extend the successful Navy television 
commercials. The intention was to 
promote the compelling and unique 
truths inherent in Navy, which would 
serve to both motivate potential 
candidates and inspire current serving 
members.
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Last December 1, DFR, advertising 

agency George Patterson Y&R, world 

renowned photographer Andreas 

Smetana and HMAS Albatross 

embarked on an ambitious photographic 
shoot.

The idea was to literally create the 

shape of a frigate and the shape o f an 

auxiliary landing platform (LPA) out 

of Navy personnel and capture it as a 

photograph.

“Interestingly, it was once we were 
on the shoot that we realised only 
an organisation like the Navy could 
make this ad. No one else has the 
level o f discipline needed to organise 
themselves into such a unique shape,”

said the Senior Art Director at George 

Patterson Y&R, Chris Northam.

The photographs of the ‘ships of people’ 

were built by lining Navy personnel up 

to create the separate layers o f the ship. 

Staging was employed to give the Navy 

personnel the height required for the top 

levels. The layers of the ship were then 

constructed together digitally.

The Navy personnel from HMAS 

Albatross and various units at Fleet Base 

East participated in the shoot for a long 

nine-hour day and were subjected to 

constant uniform checks, drill and many 

hours of waiting around.

Defence Force Recruiting would like to thank HMAS Albatross, Directorate Recruitment Management Navy and 
Directorate Navy Reputation Management fo r the ir outstanding support. An extra special thanks goes to W arrant 
Officer Graeme Bromley, Executive Officer HMAS Albatross  CMDR Darryn Jose and LEUT Kara Wansbury from  Fleet 
Public Affairs fo r helping DFR realise th is  campaign.
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‘It is always great to see 
the image come to life, 
because you get stuck 
on seeing the picture 
Just in your head. ’

For photographer Andreas Smetana, it 
was the first time he had worked with 
DFR.

“What I loved on this job was 
the commitment the Navy people 
showed. Such a good client to work 
with, and I think very much part of 
the shoot running smoothly,” he said.

“It is always great to see the image 
come to life, because you get stuck 
on seeing the picture just in your 
head.”

The photographs have been used 
to create magazine and press 
advertisements, internet banners 
and posters. The idea can be applied 
to a variety of Navy platforms and 
different Navy teams can be featured.
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“The Navy isn’t built with sheet metal 
-  it’s built with people,” said Lauren 
Rago from Defence Force Recruiting.
“The Navy’s key asset isn’t the hardware 
but the skill, tenacity and teamwork that 
every person brings to their job.”

A ‘making o f’ video has also been 
created of the shoot and can be see at 
www.defencejobs.gov.au/navy/.

‘The Navy isn’t built with sheet metal -  i t ’s 
built with people. The Navy’s key asset isn’t the 
hardware but the skill, tenacity and teamwork 
that every person brings to their job. ’

In the online environment the campaign has received many positive 
comments, appearing on various personal blogs, Facebook and advertising 
industry websites around the world.
Some quotes from online in response to the ads:
■ Best Navy recruitment idea since the Village People!
■ Best print of the year so far and an award show contender for sure.
■  Best Navy stuff in a long time. Well done.
■ Navy. Team working together, achieving a common objective.
■  For me, Strategy is solid.
■  Executions are terrific. Not many good government ads out there!
■  It’s also a good reminder to the public that our armed forces aren’t just big bits of 

equipment, but real people.
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Getting the training for positions 
right so ships are fit to fight
By LCDR Joanne Mackintosh, Staff 
Officer External Evaluation Agency, 
Command Individual Training

You may have noticed that billet 
prerequisites (BPRs) are now known 
as position prerequisites (PPRs)

but what you may not know is why this 
change has come about and what it means 
to you.

Under the PMKeyS professional 
development and training system, BPRs 
have been replaced with two other types 
of proficiencies: position prerequisite 
proficiencies (PPP) and unit prerequisite 
proficiencies (UPP). UPP, a tri-service title, 
is used only within the PMKeyS system 
and is replaced in the Navy context with the 
term whole ship prerequisite proficiency 
(WSPP). The PPR equation can help keep 
the acronyms clear.

PPR = PPP + WSPP
PPPs ensure that the accurate rank, level of 
experience and/or training is met for each 
position to allow personnel to perform their 
assigned duties. PPPs are specific for each 
position and are listed on the duty statement. 
They describe in plain English mandatory 
requirements in terms of qualifications, 
training, experience, education, 
subspecialisation or functional qualifications.

PPPs are those proficiencies without which 
the member cannot perform the duties of 
the position so all PPPs are considered 
mandatory. Normally, a member should not 
be posted to a position without the listed 
proficiencies.

For example before personnel can carry

out the role of fire control officer (FCO) 
onboard an Anzac ship they must hold the 
PPP P000767 ANZAC Mk3 Weapon Fire 
Control. The usual method for achieving a 
PPP will be via a training course, in this case 
the ANZAC Fire Control Officers Course, 
course code 101374.

PPP may also be gained by other methods, 
such as recognition o f prior learning (RPL) 
or recognition of current competency (RCC), 
as well as experience that can be validated as 
satisfying PPP criteria.

W SPPs are non-position specific skills 
necessary to sustain a ship’s capability.
They are managed by the ship and units 
nominate appropriate candidates for training. 
The advantage of the WSPP system is that 
ships are able to recognise an individual’s 
potential and manage the distribution o f 
training.

WSPPs required by a ship are set out 
in a matrix that includes the minimum 
number o f personnel required to hold the 
proficiency. Uniformity o f the WSPP matrix 
is maintained across each class or squadron 
in most cases, however, different ship fitouts 
can alter a WSPP matrix across ship classes, 
as can embarked flights.

Director Navy Training Activities CAPT 
John Vandyke says getting the position 
prerequisite processes right will ensure that 
personnel will be able to apply specific job 
knowledge and skills to do their job. This is 
directed at producing a Navy that will work 
more effectively —  now, and in the future.

“The other benefit of dividing the duties 
and responsibilities among personnel in 
positions within departments is that career 
managers are able to fill the positions with
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appropriately 
trained personnel,” 
he said.

An example to 
help you put the 
pieces of the PPP 
puzzle together is: 
personnel required 
to join the medical 
response team 
on a ship must 
hold P000641-

(left to right) LSWTR Reyannon Sansom, LSSTD Mikaela Murphy and 
ABMED Catherine Fitzpatrick tend to ABET Dejvid Aleksovski, acting as a 
casualty in an exercise in HMAS Anzac. Pic by ABIS Andrew Dakin.

Ship’s Medical 
Emergency 
Training (SMET)
Operational 
Assessment. In 
the Anzac matrix 
there are nine 
positions for which 
this proficiency is 
a mandatory PPP.
According to this matrix the proficiency is 
also a WSPP for three personnel. Ideally 
Anzac class ships will have 12 members 
onboard who hold P000641.

joining a ship. If  the losing unit is not able 
to allow the training to be achieved the 
gaining unit must be informed why before 
the member arrives.

Every month ships are sent a printout of 
their shortfalls in both PPP and WSPP.
This information is used by the ship to plan 
for training needs. As well as providing 
the PPR shortfall data, the Fleet training 
advisory cells (FTACs) provide fleet units 
with a ‘one-stop-shop’ for resolving PPR 
training problems.

FTACs are located in the east, north and 
west near Fleet home-bases/operational 
units. While every effort is made to provide 
accurate PPP data for ship reporting, the 
validity of this data is dependent upon the 
duty statement information within PMKeyS.

The responsibility for funding course 
costs, trainee travel and accommodation, 
both in-country and overseas, lies with the 
Commander Individual Training organisation 
under the Director Navy Training Activities. 
Every effort should be made to ensure that 
personnel complete PPP training prior to

In late 2009 the Chief o f Navy Senior 
Advisory Committee directed that DNOP 
and DSCM are to post officers/sailors to 
PPP courses that are 21 days or more in 
total. This change will drive down the total 
o f PPRs that have not been undertaken/ 
completed by officers and sailors, and will 
improve the process for PPP.

Unit training officers are invited to contact 
the Fleet Training Liaison Agency (ph
02 9359 4486) if  they have any further 
questions regarding PPRs, PPPs or WSPPS.

The relevant policy is DI(N) ADMIN 
4-3 Royal Australian Navy Personnel 
Establishment Management and further 
information on the role of the FTACs, their 
contact details and up-to-date PPR data 
can be located at http://intranet.defence. 
gov.au/NavyWeb/sites/FTAC/ComWeb. 
asp?page=90427.
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Matthew Davey Award winner 
to study blood preservation
By LEUT Anna Glover

Intensive care specialist LCDR 
Andrew Holley was named winner 
of the prestigious Matthew Davey 
Award at a dinner held during the Navy 

Corporate Leadership Forum in March.
The overseas study award for Naval 
Reservists is named in honour of the late 
LEUT Matthew Davey, an exemplary 
naval officer and medical doctor who 
died in the Sea King crash on Nias 
Island in Indonesia in 2005.
LCDR Holley won the award to study 
the cryopreservation of red blood cells 
as used by the Netherlands Military in 
the deployed environment such as during 
their recent deployment to Afghanistan and 
examine the effectiveness of a similar system 
for the RAN and the ADF.
In the past, the RAN has relied on the 
‘floating blood bank’ of other crew members 
to provide blood for injured personnel. While 
this may be satisfactory in a dire emergency, 
best practice requires the use of a dedicated 
blood service and comprehensively screened 
blood.
Blood that has been deep frozen can be stored 
for many years and then used for resuscitation 
and can be stored, thawed and used in austere 
environments such as military deployments. 
The Netherlands Military have developed 
significant expertise in the use of this type of 
blood on recent operations, the most recent 
of which was in Afghanistan where the Dutch 
and Australian military health teams worked 
together.
While the ADF currently deploys with fresh 
whole blood this is in very limited supply and 
has a limited shelf life, cryopreservation has

Head o f the Navy Health Reserve Community CDRE 
Jenny Firman, award winner LCDR Anthony Holley, 
CN VADM Russ Crane and DGRES-N CDRE Ranford 
Elsey. Pic by Brian Hartigan.

a number of advantages including allowing 
deployed health facilities to carry all blood 
components that are used in modem day 
resuscitation and intensive care.
This allows the carriage of greater volumes of 
blood to fully support serious haemorrhage, 
minimising/avoiding the risks of infection 
from donated blood and minimising the risks 
associated with whole blood transfusion. 
LCDR Holley’s project has the potential to 
benefit Navy and ADF in the resuscitation 
of severely injured service personnel where 
a blood transfusion can be life-saving and 
may mean that in the future, the right blood 
component is available when required in 
sufficient quantities to preserve life.
An experienced intensive care specialist, 
LCDR Holley is a dedicated Navy health 
Reservist and has completed a number of 
deployments and reserve postings in the last 
five years.
He received the award, a key element of 
the RANR Professional Studies Program, 
at the Corporate Leadership Forum dinner.
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% —  Enjoy some 
winter magic with 
the Navy Ski Club 
---------

Do you know that as a current or past 
serving member of the Permanent 
or Reserve Naval Forces, you are 

entitled to join as a full member o f the RAN 
Ski Club and that your immediate family can 
become family members?

With the snow and ski season about to start 
and bookings now being accepted, now 
is the time to take advantage of the clubs’ 
accommodation in three lodges, located 
in the Mount Buller (Vic), Perisher Valley 
(NSW) and Thredbo (NSW) ski resorts.

The RAN Ski Club was established in 
1953 by naval members to foster the sport 
of skiing and other alpine activities within 
the naval community. While the club is an 
independent, not-for-profit organisation, we 
have always maintained close links with the 
Navy as well as the Defence community, 
offering an accommodation option for 
adventurous training, interservice sport 
and conferences, as an important aspect 
o f our service to the Navy (and Defence 
organisation).
Whether you are a beginner, avid amateur 
or extreme exponent o f any of the alpine 
recreational activities, we can promise a 
warm welcome to a friendly, informal, 
family environment.

The club’s facilities are regularly improved 
and provide a comfortable, economic 
alternative for members and their guests 
to commercial accommodation for a self
catered alpine holiday.

The RAN Ski Club’s Thredbo Lodge

All three lodges are warm and comfortable 
with spacious living, dining and recreational 
areas. Blankets, doonas and pillows are 
provided but you take your own sheets, 
pillow cases, towels, food and drink.
Kitchens are fully equipped and all resorts 
have supermarkets if  you forget anything.

As the lodges are run on a self-help basis, 
those staying in them are expected to do 
some communal domestic chores as well as 
cleaning up after themselves. This helps us 
to keep accommodation costs down. Live-in 
managers in each of the lodges will help you 
settle in and can provide advice concerning 
resort facilities.
Current and previously serving Army and 
RAAF members are welcome to seek 
associate membership. Applications for 
associate membership by civilians are 
considered on their merits. Please visit our 
web site (www.ranskiclub.com.au) for more 
information. Prospective members may also 
contact Geoff Cole at ranskiinfo@bigpond.
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Address changed?
Perm anent Navy members should update their address 
details by correcting their entries in the personnel database, 
PM KeyS, on the Defence Restricted Network.

Reservists unable to reach a DRN terminal (at a Defence 
establishment) should contact their local Regional Reserve 

Pool.
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